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l?AUL WITTEK AND RICHARD HAKLUYT
A TALE OF TWO .EMPIRES*

John

VVa~b.rough

In the 16th century annals .of the moribund Hanseatic League,
amongst all~;ısions to intrepid Dutch ffeets . in the_No.r th . and Baltic
se.a s, and . to tr~ders in ~uremberg whq had found overland routes
to Danzig. and .Novgorod, there .are dispersed..references to a company of Englishmen entitled «Merchant Adventurers for the Discovery of New Trades» (~irst charter 1407)", Tha~ was the original
style of the chartered· monöpolies for ·promotion of commerce into
foreign parts. Opp.Örtuniti~s· must hav~ .s eemed virtuai_iy; unlimited,
and in the _event 'it was. ~of only the Muscovy Company (charter
1555) and the Northeast passage by which · Anthony Jenkinson
reached Russia, Persia and. Central Asia·, ·but several other voyages
as well into . the Ôİd · and New Wodds t~at made possible the remarkabİe expaiısiqn
Elizapethan ·enterprise. and prosperity. Indeed, by ;1.598 and._official closure of the· Hansa Steelyard (Stallhof=
fondaco) just upstream from: London -Bri.dge, ·the merchants'
adventures were well unclerway, and that meticıilous regulation
of trade upon whÜ!h t he wealth of Lübeck wa.S founded ·had become
q{ıite obsolete. . . :. . . .
. ~
: : ..
..

·of

Synchröıious witli t~e ·mi~~cenbiry _initiatives was the birth of
Richard Hakluyt (c. 1552-1616), called «the younger» in .deference
eo This paper was read at a Symposlum on the · iıistorieal work of Paul
Wittek, held in the School of Orlental a,nd Afriean Studies, London, on the
~5th of Junc 1984. I am grateful to its organizer, my eolleague Professor
Maleolm Yapp, for peı·mission to ineJude it in this Festsehrift for one of Wittek's most distingulsh~d students.
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to his cousin and namesa:ke (c. 1530-91), whose ehief merit it was
to have introduced the Westminster scholar to the subject of
cosmography and the world of commerce. The fateful encounter is
retailed in his Epistle Dedicatory to the first edition of «The
Principall N avigatioı;ıs; · Voia:ges and Discoveries of the English
Nation», addressed .to Sir Francis Walsingham and dated 17 November 16891 :

. : ·.·

«Right Honorable, I do ·remember that being a youth, and
one of her Majesties scholars at Westminster that fruitfull
nurserie, it was my happe to visit the chamber of M. Richard Hakluyt my cosin, a Gentleman of the Middle
· Temple, well knowen unto you, at a time when I found
lying open upon . his boord certein boo.k es of Cosmographie, with an universall M~ppe : he seeing me sornewhat
curious in the view there'of, began to instruct my ignorance,
·b y ·shewing· me the division of the earth into three parts
· after the olde account, and then according to the latter,
. & better d!stribution, into more : he poin~ed with. his
want to all the knoweı;ı Seas, Gulfs, Bayes, Ştraights,
Caıpes, Rivers, Empires, Kingdoınes, Dukedomes, and
Territories · of· ech part, with dedaration also of their
speciall commodities, & particnlar waiits, which by the
benefit . of traffike, & entercourse of merchants, are
. plentifully supplied. From the Mappe he brought me to
th,e Bible, and turni,ng to the 107 Psal.ıp.e, dire.cted mee to
the 23 & 24 verses, where I read, that they which go downe
tô the sea ·ın ships, ;ı.nd occupy by the great waters, they
see the·works of:the Lord, and his woonders in the de·epe,
ete. Which wordş . of the Prophet together with my cousins
discourse (things Qf high and rare deligbt to my yong
riature) . tooke in me so deepe . an impression, that I
constantly ·resolved, if ever I were preferred to the Uni. versity, ·where better time, aİıd :more convenient place riiight
be ministred for these studies, I would by Gods assistance
prosecute that knowledge and kinde of literature, · the
doores whereöf (after a sort)' were so happily opeİıed be·
fore me:.: .. » ·
'
·
·

. Of the Herefords.\ıire gentry and possibly of. Welsh origin, the
Ha:kluyts are attest~d as early as the 13th century, again with
. ı J\pud E.G.R,: Taylor (ed), . The Or·iginaı Writ-1-ngs & Oorrespondence oj
the two Richa,·d HaTclııyts, The Hakluy.t Society, London, 1935, no: 65. .
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Henry at Agincourt, and as .having a seat at Eyton near Leominster.
In the London circle of Hakluyt the lawyer, who after 1557 became
legal guardian to the child Richard and his siblings, were such
figure~ as Adrian and Humphrey qn}?ert, John Dee and J~hn Ashley,
with contacts further afield, to Ortelius and Mercator in FHmders.
By 1580 . (a watershed, both in ...the life of Iİakluyt and in Eıi~
zabetıian travel literatureF. tie you.n,g ·man, equipped no,;,. With
two Oxford degrees and Holy Orders, was himself a meniber of
this compa:ny. In April of that ·year he· had initiated correspcin~
dence with Mercator, then at Duisburg, touching upon.the Northeast
pas~age to Ca~hay•; and in June publishecl an introduction t~ John
Florio's translation from Cartier's exploration of the Northwest
pa_ssage~. Florio was an Oxford friend and the work cominissioiıed
by H~kluyt, whose comment merits 9uota.tion :
«To all Gentleİnen, Merchants ·and Pilots ..... For he.ı:e is the
Description· of a Country no less fruitful and· pleasant in
al respects than is England, Fraunce or Germany, the
people, ·though simple and rude in manners, an<t destitute
of the knowledge of God or any good lawes, yet of nature
gentle and tractable, and most apt to receive the Christian
Religion, aı:id to subject themselves to ·some good
government : the coi:rünodities of the Country nôt inferior to the Marchandize ·of Moscovy, ·Danske;. or many
other frequented Trades : the: voyage. vı;ıry shorte, ·being
but three weekes sayiing from Bristowe, .Plymouth, or
any commodio~s Porte of. the ·weast Countrey, witlı a
direct course to the coast of Newfoundıand. Al which
opörtunities besides m·aiıye others, mighte ·suffice to
· , · induce oure Englishmen·, not onely to fall to some traffique wyth the Inhabitants, ·b ut also to plant a Colonie in
some convenient pl.ace, and· so to possesse the Country,
wj.thöut :the gainsaying· of aiıy man ..... »
·
His vision was omnivorous ·and his concept of the new venture quite
explicit. Two years later (1582) the project was elabo;r~ted in
the first of Hakluyt's three major works ; «Divers Voyages touching
2 See John Parker, Books to Build.
1965, pp. 102ff.
S Taylor, op. cit., no. 26.
1 Ibid. no. 29.
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the Discovery of America»G. This was published in aid of Humphrey
Gilbert's expedition to Newfoundland, in the event frustrated by
shipwreck one year afterwards.
·· ~jı_e · vision was not thereby impaired. In 1584, having beeİı.
posted by 'his patron Walsingham to the embassy in Paris (from
1583 to 1588 : ambassador Sir Edward Stafford), Hakluyt produced
a second version of the American project, this time in concert
with · Sir W alter Raleigh. The document, entitled «Discourse of
Western Plalıting» , was drafted ~s a state paper and received by
the Queen (buf not in ·fact printed until 1877) 6 • That in the end
slie elected not to ·act is of course significant, but perhaps less so
than· that she should have been addressed at all. We · kiıow töday
that · involvement of the mpnarchy in such projects was a inatter
pursued with some delicacy and considerable subterfuge, 's o grapliically illustrated by the subtle complexity of negotiation that led
to -the Ottom~ commercial .privileges of 15807 • Hakluyt's arguments
(Discourse, esp.. chs. 5-8). included not only colonization and canversion of the natives to Protestant Christianity; but also crippling
the ~panish dominion in those parts. ·unemployment at home was
to be· relieved by·emigration, -b ut also by conscription for increased
n::ıllitary and.naval forces; wealth was to be augm~pted by appropriation of raw materials at· source and the creation of a market for
English man.u factures; and finally, the Northwest passage to Cathay
would be secured. The programme was audacious and conıprehensive.
Fear Of .coiıtrontation with Spain, at least ·b efore 1588, may well
acco~t for royal 'approval 'withlield, but tl;ıe a~thor had •been adamant : in '?h. 17 he addu~ed the adv.ice of Giambattista Ramusio8 :
«Why doo not·the princes whic.ij are to deale in these affairs sende furthe ·twoo or three Colonies to inhabite the
Contrie and to reduce this savage nation to more civilitie ?»
5 · Ibid. · nos. 32-35.
6 ·Ibid: ·no. ·46. · ·
7 See S. SkUliter, Willia-m Harborne and. the Trade with Turkey 1578ışs~, The British Acadertıy, Oxford University Press, 1977.; cf. V.L. Menage,
'The English ca pitulation of 1580 : a review article', IJMES 12, 1~8.0, pp.
373-83.
8 Taylor, op. cit., no. 46 : pp. 288-89.
· ·
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·. ' "Ra,musio (1485-1557), Venetian geographer and statesman, had
devoted over th-irty ·years· to · collecting and publishing a series of
tra:ve·l accounts and documents, entitled «Delle Navigationi et
Viaggi>> in three· volumes : · '.Africa (1550), Asia (1559), America
·(1557) ·; certainly .an inspiration if not a ·precise model for the project ·of ·the ·yolinger English scholar. It must seem, at least to us,
that Ramusio's · challenge, even were it so addressed, could hardly
have elicited response from a Venetian doge in the mid-16th century.
Not that Venice had failed to grasp the concept of commer.cial
expansion by colonial outpost: ·her policy in the Aegean and Levant
from the ·beginning of ' tlıe ·13th century is sufficient evidence to
the ·cöntrary9 • But it was specifically Mediterranean trade that was
so· anchored, and by the -decade 1550-60 when Ramusio was·publishing, :global circuinnavigation was the achlevemEmt or at least
the project of. others.
'An historically documented «design for en:ipire» is the legaçy
of' Richard Eden (c.' 1521-76) and th~ property of Richard Hakhiytı 0 •
The first edition of «The Principall Navigations», from whlch T
have cited ~he address to Secretary of State Walsingham, appeared
in 1589 : 825 pages . in three parts treating respectiv.ely of .the
Southeast, Northeast and Northw.~st passages. ~y 1598-~600 and
t.he· second edition, the three . parts had become three volum,e_ş,
conta_ining approximately .two and a half times the amount of material in the original (from -700,000 to 1,700,000 words). and embellished with fresh dediç_ations,. addressed to Lord Charles.Howard
(Lord High A:dii;lİral) and to Sir R'Obe~ Ceçil (Secretary of State),
with a .new .Preface to . the. Reaxler11• Unlike Ramusio, Hakluyt is
tho'Ught to have refr.aiı;ied .f rom extensive editorial intl'J:lSİOn into
his assembly of. sources for the mari~ime history of Elizabethan
England. But that. claim· betrays a . soİnewhat ingenuous notion of
the historian!s work, and I think tt woUld not be an error to assert
that Hakluyt's eelleetion iş indelibly traced. with his oym personaJ,ity.
He was, of course, responsible for the selection and sequence of his
See E .A. Zacıi!lr~adou, Trade and Orusade: Venetian Orete ana the
ot Menteshe and Aydfn (1300-1415), Library of the Hellenic Institute
of Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Studies, No. ll, Venlce, '1983, pp: '90-104.
10 Parker, op. cit., ch. 2.
l l Taylor, op. cit., nos. 73, 76, 79, 74, resp.
· 9
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documentş,

for omıssıons (e.g. Mandeville ~d Da.llam) and for
abridgements (e.g. Fentoı;ı). Same accounts of voyages were solicited, as from Robert Dudley of his expedition to th~ West Indies
(1586), or recorded by Hakluyt himself in interview, as in the .case
of James Lancaster (via Edmund Barker of Ipswioh) upon his
return from the East Indies (1594). He alsa served as .consulhı.nt
to publishers and as recruiter of appropriate translat9rs, for Lİ;Il
schoten's East India Voyages ~nd Pigafetta's Relation . pf the
Congo•. or. translated lıimse~ from the original, as for Galv~o's
Discoveries of the World (160;1., from Portugues~). In his capacity
as adviser to some at least of the chartered companies, e.·g. East
India (charter 1600), Virginia (c4arter 1606), and Northwest
Passage (1612), he had not merely access to the most recent
accounts of nautical enterprise, but alsa occasionally a handin their
literary expression, e.g. Josias Logan's letters from Sibe~ia (1611)
and. report of the discovery of Hudson Bay (1612). In a related ·b ut
different genre, he. was alsa responsible for the English translation of Hugo Gro~ius' Marre Li~erum (1609) .
Now, from the evidence of all that activity, it may seem that
Hak.luyt was not much concerned with the Levant. It is. indeed,
commonly thought and frequently said that of the three global
passa:ges encompassed in his «Navigation:s», the Southeast received
only more oı~ less perfunctory attention12• Reasons adduced include
the observation that Mediterranean voyages as· such were not ones
of discovery nor really ın a.ny way pioneer expeditions, and hence
could not have been expected to add to the sum : of ancient· and
medievaı · writers, whose staple they had after all ·been. That may
account for his omission ·of early English pilgrimages to the Holy
Land and adjacent territories, some of which were accessible in
manuscript (e.g. Willibald ·and SaewuJf)13 • • Much of Hakluyt's
documentation appears to have been practical : thus the -abundance
of letters and treaties, company charters and instructions· to agents,
12 See, apud D.B. Quinin (ed), The Bakluyt l!andbook, The Hakluyt
S9ciety, London, 1974, the studies of G.B. Parks and C.F. Beckiııg,ham, pp. 9~132 and 176-89, resp.
·
13 Cf. statistics apud Parks (preceding note), and for t~e publicatıon of
this literature, see Parker, op. cit., pp. 131-39 and 157-63. ·

-
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account books and tax returns, ships' logs and inveii.tories, tlıough
even these for the Levaııt were far from complete. It might be supposed tlıat after 1600 and the East India Company charter, when
Levant trade (Turkey Company charter 1581; Levant Company
1~92) ha.d de.veloped a further diınension, the Mediterranean must
a:Uract renewed attentio'n. But th.e addenda in Purchas derived
from · Hakluyt's ·est.a te do not really support that hypothesisu. It
has also been noticed that books published in England between
1603 and 1620 deşcribe East Indian trade via the Cape route, not
the Mediterranean15• Barbary traffic was siınilarly underplayed,
despite plentiful documentation and charter of the Company in
158516 • The extent which censorship may have contributed to this
relative paucity is difficult to assess. By 1598-1600 (second edition),
even by 1589 (first edition) secrecy in the matter. of competition
with SpainjPortugal cannot have been all that iınportant, as it
had b~·en, f-or exampıe; in 1580 when Dra'ke's circumnavigation \vas
ıiot . publicisedn. In the trade. with Turkey, English breaching of the
French-Venetian monopoly had certainly by 1600 become public
knowledge. ·
·
. Of Hakluyt's interest in eastern geographical · lore, which
would İıot be expected to have found · a ·place in «The Principall
Navigations, Voiages and Discoveries of the English Nation»,
there is s-ome evidence. A letter of 1583 addressed to him from
·John Newbery at Aleppo records the latter's ef.fort to locate a
copy of Abu~l-Frda's Taqw"im al-Buldiin18 :
-«Some ı:ıay that possibly it may be had in. Persia, but
.notwithstanding I \vill not ~aile to make inquirie ·for it,
14

See, on the matter of Purchas, ·the contribution of C.R. Steele. to The
(note 1.2 above). pp. 74-9'6.
15 Parker, op. cit., pp. 184-85.
16 See, . on the matter of West Afrlca and the Atlantic islands, the
chapter J;ıy P.E.H. Hair, in The Hakluyt Han4book pp. 190-96: the date . of
the Senegal Company ~harter w~s 1588.
:- 17 P.arker, .op. clt., pp. 104-07.
18 Volume V of the MacLehose edition; Glasgow, 1904 p. 452, dated 28
May; a Latin translation of ~his work, whose . author died in 1331, was ·-made
by. John Greaves in London, 1650.
Hakluy~ Handbook
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both in Babylon, and in Balsara, and·, if I . can finde ·it
in any of these places, I wil se,nd it.you from ~h~nce». . ..

~haf

was a :·~~tt~r reit~rııte.~ ,as. l~te ~· 25 Nov~mh'e<~5~s.·.aıi?
apparently unre~olved • Of his acquai,n.tance with Idrlsi's Nuz'IJ,at
ciZ-Mushtaq, parts of· which had beEm t~anslated iiito· .Italia,)l· ıi!-tıd
Latin, there is no trace20 ; ·but fu 1600 he published a ·p refatqry ı:i.ote
to John Pory's .English U:'anslaÜon of Leo A:fricanlİs,. jpa~~ from
the Latin and French versions at his own ins'tigation2\ Fqr ·wÇ>rk
this kind, Hakluyt's resources were ..indeed
liİnited.
. . . . . .· .. .·,:.
. . . - ':: .
.. ..
19

of

II

...

.
When, some tbİee and 8:·. half ~enturie~ later, i sele~tion· of
Hakluyt's doc~eiıts attra~ted .t he attention· of .. Paul .wıttek: it
may be supposed they' had ·a significance quit:e'• clliferent fro~ that
for wlıich their original editor assembled them. By 1940, · historhtn
of Menteshe .and the Rum Seıjuks, :analyst' of Otto~an . or~_ii.İış,
student of Turkish architecture and epigrapher of Anatolian inscriptio)lS, erstwhile ·member of the Deutsches' Archaolegisches Institut ih Istanbul and of the .f ustitut ·de Philologie et ·d'Histoire
Orientales in Brussels; born a subject of ' the Habsblırg ·Empire 'and
now &. fugitive from the Third Reich, Wittek had survived more
than one imperial experience.· As· Austrian ·ally .of.the Otton::ı.ans, he
had earlier served in the ·Balkans, Anatolia, · Palestine ·a:nd .. the
Alt<> Adige. After the First World War both Ha:bsburg and Ottoman
were · relegated .. to· archival ·s tatus, ·and for a· young scholar of
philologfcal . and . historical training th~ . possibilities ·will have
·b een obvious22 • Twenty years later, safe and nearly secure in the
••••

·-

•

•

•

.

l

.

'•

.

'

•

•

.

.

.

•

.. ... . ..
19 Cf. D.B. & A.M. Qulnn, in The Haklııyt Hanclbook p. 300 : )etter from
Abraham. Or.telius to William Camden.
·
·
20 :cr. C.F. · Beckingh~, in The Hakluyt Eİanclbop.k P.o. ~8~; tlıe author
died hı 1166, the unpublished İtalian translation w;ıs ·made by Baİ<li in ·iaöo,
and the Latin, by Gabriel Sionita, was . p~blished ~ PariS, lGi!( ·
: · · ·.
·
21 See F.M. Rogers, in The Hakluyt Hanclbook p. 41; aiıd ·'İ'a:yıo~, op. cit.,
no. 80 Sub 15 January 1601; Leo Africanus died in 1526, the ·Latin was published ·m Antwel'p,' 1556, and the French .iiı · Lyons .the same year. ·
22 A selective list of Wittek's Pl!blicatioİıs : WZKM 68, 1~76,. pp. 1-7.
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British Empire (as it then was), his perusal of Hakluyt must
appear· to have been, at the very least, orninous. The pioneering
study; well known to all, is «The Turkish documents in Haklüyt's
'Voyages' >> 23 • ··It was conceived as ·p relude to a; monograph · entitled
«TUrkish döcuments concerning the ·beginning of Anglo-Turkislı
relations (1553-1601) » and to be published by the Royal Asiatic
Society, a project never realized. Instead, the assembled -material
became the substance of a serninar offered in the last years (195761) of his appointment as Professor of Turkish at SOAS. It
was to a member of the seminar that Wittek, five years after retirement (1966), entrusted the · unfinished project : the Iate
Dr. ·susan Skilllter of Cambridge University, whose fine monograph
«William Haröorne and the Trade · with Turkey (1578-82) >> was
printed by Oxford University Press for the British Academy in
-1977. In his intended Preface Wittek had alluded to the two topics
that in his view delimited and justified the project2 ~ :
«This subjecf, the establishıiıent of corrimercial ~d- political re!ations with the Ottoman Porte, 'is one of the.great
achievements of the Elizabethan ·age, · an outstanding
event in English history_, if only for the fact that it ope:tı.e.d
the way to India ... For those willing to study Ottoman diplamatic for its own sıi-ke ·a:n ~enSe aiid promislıig field
lies ahead ·: the almost untouched and all but 'inexhaustible · materi al preseni-ed in the archives of Turkey · ; ..
the chief· importance of (which) =is, however, that study
of it pronıises to yield the . most. comprehensive ipsight
into the iimer life and structure of the last great Ori:ental .empire in world . histo~y•. a:n e:ı:o,pire . ~ p:ıariy re.s pects the heir of the time~honoured traditions ·of· its
predecessors.»
.. '- ·

A polarity of imperial structures. was . thus ,postulated, as --befitted
a scholar whose own forrp-atjan was ver;y
.same traditio~.

mu,c):ı

a. product of the
'

- . 23 Printed In lıhe Bulletin of the Institute of Historicaı Resea1·ch XIX/57,
University of London, for 1942, but issued 1944, pp. 121-·39. · 24 Apud Skllliter, op. cl:t., pp. xvi-xvli; cf. W it-tek, loc. cit., p. 131 n.· ı.
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The optic exhibited in Wittek's appropriation of Hakluyt must
·reflect a substantial share of the history of. Oriental studies in
Europe. To the chronological span ·between the two authors corresponds a development.of the field ranging from establishment of the
Medici Press in Rome (1584) to the numinous figure of Louis Massignon (d.. 1962). ızı recent years it has become fashionable_ to
·call this field· «Ürientalism» and to scrutinize the. credentials of
its practitionersts. Not merely their competence, but also their .good
faith, has been called into question by critics, some of ·long acquaintance with the object of their analyses, others newly recruited to
a campaign of. invective that in some quarters has generated. an
almost lıidependent career structure. The charges are by now familiar : (1) Orientalisin is the handmaiden of imperialism/colonialism/Zionism; (2) Orientalists are hôstile to Islam and to
Muslims; (3)· Orientalist studies are markedly ethnocentric and
assess Orientals as · passive and immutable objects of elinical investigation. It is not my intention here to dispute these allegations,
.nor even ~o- dwe~l upon their occasionally contra~ctory character,
but rather, to indicate one unqriestionable ·benefit (there may be
more) tc1 be derived from the seandaL That, of couise~ is the examination o~ method now . accepted, .indeed urged; in · aıı quarters,
·especi~Uy perhaps by th:ose s~dents o~ ~he . Orieı;ı.t ..anxious not to
b~ tarred with the brush of «Orientalism», ·b ut also by representatives of that traditional combination of philology ..and history
in · large ·part ·responsible for the legacy tınder attack. While the
social scieiitists might regard themselves·.as .more ·or ieşs unscathed,
tlie pıi.iı9iogists a·~d İ:ü,storiaris have.. be~~· ~oriıpelled to.. consider not
merely .their moth~es l;>ut also . the · precise· nature of their claims
to expertise.
Now, a serınon on methodological self-çonsciousness is not to
be .l ightly dismis€ied; and we . have 'h ad ''fair share of uı~ın· iİı th'e
past debade. FaremoSt amongst the pr.e achers of r.edemption is, of
course, Edward Said, whose self-appointed role as· custodian of our
studies is hardly less than astonishing. But, despite the bizarre
juxtapositions, . curious omissions and outrageous distortions with

a

25 Cf. e.g. D.P. Little, 'Three Arab critiques of· Orlentalism', MW LX1X,
1979, pp. 11()-31, on A.ı:;. Tibawi, Anwar -Abdel-Malek, and Edward Said.
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wlı:ich his portrait of «Orientalism» is so liberally ··strewn; he · has
reminded us of the role played in scholarship oy such basic ·con'Cepts as myth, paradigm, and 'd.iscourse 2 ';. ı · stress «remind>>, ·since
it· is scarcely conceivable that any «Orientalist»' worthy 9f the name
has not, at . one tını.e· or anather in 'his research .and publication
considered· these ınatters. I am ·not, howev·er, certain that such
reflection has produced·, · or could' produce, much in the · way of
consensus.

It would, I tlıink, be fair to say that for Paul Wittek the
roles of philologist ·a nd ·historian were indentical. Hls strength
lay in the establishment and analysis of texts, and in that he belonged 'to ·the trad.ition of Classical Philology (Altertumskuııile)
espe_cially as practiced in 19th century German schol~rship. The
techniqiıe is exhibited clearly in his papers on «Monemvasia ·
Menekshe» and «The· Christian Turks of the Dobruja», in ·which
historiographical data are d.issected and scrutinlzed in aid of histarical reconstriıction 27 • The view that synthesis was the logical
complement of analysis, that .fragments and ~es ·o f cleavage; evidence of ideological and other preoccupa:tion·, once exposed could be
rectified aiıd recast to produce a picture (more or less) · of «th~
way .thin gs w ere» (wie es .eigentlich gewesen) , appears to have been
axiomatic, or at least, if guestioned earlier on, no · ıonger prey .t o
doiı:bt in the period of his matl.ıre productivity. Wittek was. an
etymologist ·and believed; like all such, that ·once the. root was laid
bate its ·unembellished facticity wo.uld be self-evident (res ipsa
loqııitu1·). · Recentıy; his ·celebrated theory of the «ghazi origins» of
the Ottomim state · has -attracted .Critic~l reassessment in the light
of modern ethnography28• For Wittek, unsuspecting heir to his own
exposure of ·official Ottoman genealogies, the «tr~ be» had to be
26 Invective adumbrated in the New York Times Book Review of 31
October 1976, and properly laınrched wlth Orientalism, London-, 1978. ·
27 In full : 'Y-azıjıogblu· 'Ali on the Christian Tur.ks of the Dobruja',
BSOAS XIV, 1952, pp. 639-68; 'The Castıe of Violets : from Greek Monemvasia to Turkish Menekshe', BSOAS XX, 1957, pp. 601-13.
28 See R.P. Lindner, Nomads anel Ottomans m Mediev al Anatolia; Indiana University Uralle and· Altaic Series, Volume 144, Bloomington, 1983;
and -C. Imber, 'Paul Wittek's «De. la defaite -d'Ankara '8. la prise de ConstantinopleY
/, 08'1nanZt Ara*tırmaları V, ·1986, pp. 65-81. ·
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mohelithic, baseq.· on exclusive kinship and incapable of concerted
politicaı . action. Redefinition .of -that entity -as inclusive, ad hoc,
and based on shared interests must appear. to comprehend; inter
alios; als o ·.the ~people of Osman».· His Ottoman lectures were delivered ·hi 1937 · and printed in 193820 • By 1952 and the Dobr.uja
essay, .he recognised that the «people of Kaikaus» (Gagauz), whose
membership fhıctuated .according to political opportunity and confession-al status, were in fact deseribed in Turkish sources as a
nomadic
el) 30•
.
.tribı;ı
. .. ·:_(göçer
.
.
.
·.
..
.Be that as. it may,. I am i.q.clined to ~uspı;ıct that however ready
to ree~amine {ı.is . soll!ces ..and to acknoytledge there thı;ı r<?le of
imagery_~nd other _.rh~torical : device (e.-g. his discovery that .Tk.
anaqa:p~= Gk. a'Yl:acapsi ancİ. .:recognition of . the Kar~eria story
thereby: ge_ne~ated ~P.l,Hl Yazıjıaghl~ 'Ali)3 ı, Wittek might not have
thought the . mod~rn historian susce.Ptible to similar. imp~l~eş. It
is, . ind~ed, .unlikely: ~hat he wou.!d . have . suffered gladly_ such
gimmickry as sem~otics, str!lcturalism or 1:!-ermeneutics. 'l;'hat. hist~rical disqourse, like other v~ie~ies, ~ght be a narrative form
depe~qent up o~ the . compete~~e of ıan.guage as ~ ~edium, . the relation ..betwe~n signifier ~nd. signified, and above aiı, the creative
participation of the narrator, is not evident in Wittek's work. There
one. detects .a ı:;overeign confidenc~. in lan~age to r~.-create ve;I"~ally
~. model of ·the historica:I.p:rocess32• . He ·wrote, and was .reasonably
fluent in three..languages. His .l ong schol~rly occupation with: yet
three others ~d not, I think,. proy~ke reflection upon t~e nature
of language >as .such. N or 4id he dwell more than easually up on ~he
n~ture of h~storıcaı enqu.iry. For the philologfst, lan~age was
adequately repre's entative . o~ i tl:! referent and history was the. discovery of. a pre-existing state .. of affairs. That did not, of course,
preclude an ability to distinguish between the «course of ev~nts»
29

The 'Rise .of. the .Ottoman Empire; Royal :Asiatlc Society Monographs

xxrn,. Lon-don,

1938 · (revised 1958, reprlıited 1963 and 1965).
30 Art. cit. (note 27 above), p. 649 n. 2.
31 Ibid. pp. 655-56.
32 Cf. e.g. Hayden White, Metahistory : the ltistoricaJ i?n{lgination iıı
niueteentl~ cetıtury Europe, :·Johns HopkiDs . University Press, · Baltimore, 1973,
esp.· pp. 30-33, 274; and .R oland Bar.thes, 'Historical dlscourse', apud ·M. Lane
(ed), Structtıralism: a reader,· London, ·1970, pp. 145-55. · · ·
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and the «recoid of ·those··(same) ·events», but it did imply that both
were recoverable.
·
_ ı\rme.d .· witı:ı, ~~Çiı_ .epistemologfcal coİıvicÜon, the traditİonal
«Örf~~talist>~ \vas·. İı.qt ıikeiy_ . to . come : adrift. And yet, the .life.. of
the .SCh()la; was also m(}re .: existenc·e. lıı time and ~ ·s everal plac.es.
'İ'~ e CÖUFse' of .J\':itt~k·s· miqdl~ . years. had. be.eİı . aiduous . and, as is
c'ustoİnary, all~siön 'to these iı,ıcreased ·_With age.'' ın· conversation
tiıe bttonian ::Emplı-e' . yfelded. gradually 'to . reıniniscence of tiıe
Ii~bs'Qurgs, 'tıie exoti_ç a of the Mu5ı~:_world- to. the .more faİniliar
ainbience of Cent+ai Europe. A good· deai of 'ear}y: faırıily experience
caine t,q ~ight, togethe:r With the not. quÜ:e alar~mg adniission .that
the o~ly.. dates. (sic!l ..of öttoıD:an. histq~y . ıle couıd· ever reaııy
ı~e!:nember we~e 'tho~e h~ l,ı:~d- learnt at school fn V~enna. But that
was jus't a memorv, and had to· be accommodated to his curious life
in exile and co~par-ative solitude, apparently self-iİnposed but
soniehow also inevitabl~. ·In :any case, the longest .a'nd .most prospero\ıs association. of-his life was with· England·. :· ·
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Hakhıyt's

.

collectioıi ·wıi1;ek's seveİıteen. ~<Turkish dqc~ments~>· ~eqüire4 a riew. ı~ase
o{ life. . from a context. o{ receiıt M;'edit~rraiiean·. events; depicting
tnter . aiia the lo~~ of Rh.oçles. _(i522) and )~eıgiad (1526) ·.to the
~r:\ie( Turk, Üfakluyt .'v . 1;~o : Dockwray) , ·.recorciliıg .the· epifaph 'of
Pe~er. Read.in N oİ'Wich, -~iglıted. by Qh.atleş; fÖr his _role- in the re:
con_ques~ of. Tunis·. (1538) (İbid 6-9~·to), and·. an .~couıit of ~~e
pilgriıİıage to. Mecca .froin AıeX.an(4-1a·. (ibi.d .329-65).,· these divers~
papers (iQid .. io~_-32Ş) became the· cpll~cfive object .o f scrutiny f;ıto
OttomaiJ. chance~y practice . .It was. Witt.e k's. .puri:>ose in his p~e
liW1~ary study demoİıstra:te tıie ~ut~e~Ücity ·ôf tho;e documentS
by -~oıiıparing their Latin and EngÜsii 'versioİıs. with what was
known of l!n'!rjsh diplo!Jlatic instrume:g.ts. . He was, moreo.ver, familiar ,with . the . origiiıaıs · ·of ·th.T~e of ~h~İn · (ıiôs. ·3, 9 & 10) ·a nd
cö~Ci po~tuı~te. the· s~ı;ne :for.. otiıers: Tlıoı'ıgh to aıi . ex.tent speıiuıa- .
tive (e.g. Wittek pp.122-23 .n: 4 -:· BM Cotton MS Nero B XI f . .377

v·
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is not the sulta.n's .letter of 1590, but another copy· of that of Sipan
Pasha)33 , the method has -been vindicated in the subşequent work
of Dr Skiiliter (Wittek nos. 1,2 & 3 = Harborne pp. 6-9, no. 6, no. 14;
Wittek no. 17 = DIC pp. 119-57) 34: Wittek was also aware of development internal to the Hakİuyt calleetion (Wittek pp. 123~30) :
that of the seventeen doclliiients only six Üios. 1~5 & 14) had· been
included in the· edition of 1589, the others appearing· for the fiist
time in 1599 (vol. n of the second edition), and that three further
specimens found in Harborne's papers were first published· by Samuel Purchas in 1625 (Wittek p. 127 n. 1 = Ha:kluytus Posthumus
IX pp. 501-02). Thus, into the torso exlıumed from Hakluyt was
breathed new vitality, which may have contributed, at· ieast in· a
minor key, to the long-term and largescale project" begun with formation of the HakltJ.yt Society in 1846. and issuing in "the valuable
Handbook of 1974.
·
Amongst the a~denda · in the second editionisa ·black of .eigl;ı.t
-documents, thought by Wittek (-p. 126) ._to belong to the per~od of
Harborne's embassy (1583-88) but brought to London too Iate for
inclusion in the first edition. These (Wittek nos. 6-13 = Hakluyt
V pp. 285-91) consist entirely of v._rhat might be called «directives»,
that is, instructions from the Porte to Ottoman officials for tıie
safe passage and fair regulation of English merchants and their
property. Some undated and exhibitlng only · traces of ehancery
protocol, five ·of the docunients .are printed in English translation
(nos. 6, 10-13) and three ·in Latin (nos. 7, ·s & 9). · For · "two
(nos. 9 &10) WittE~k was able to locate the Turkish originaİs, . aiıd
from these tö identüy the type as firmiin/bııkum. From discovery
of one of these Turkish texts iiı this country (no. 9 = oXford
Bodleian MS Turk _R · (it)) and from a phrase ıa.ı)pearing in two of
them (nos. 6 & 12) :: «having read this commandement, give it to
them" againe», it inay be inferred that further examples of .the
Turkish versions must eventually furn up. On the other hand, ·-ı have
found in the matter of Venetian commerce with Egypt and ·Syria
33 Cf. C.F_. Beckingham, in The Hakl!'Yt Handbook p. ıss n. 2.
34 S. Skilliter, op. cit. (no te 7 above); and 'The let_ters from th~· Ott~~an
«Sultana» Safiye to Queen Eliza·b eth r ; apud S.M. Stern (ed), Documents
from Islamfc Ohanceries, Bruno Cassirer, Oxford, 1965.
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of an ea~lier· period that «directives» of this sort were translated
into Arabic from Italian originals (perhaps in the form of a petition'), and that it was the· 'Italian version which was carried ·b y
the merchant or· merchants in question and which served as a
«working copy». The Arabic version would then be a formality, and
might as easily be found amongst a merchant's .private papers (and
eventually a private ·library) as officially· registered in an arehive
of state''3 • In some cases they have not been found at all.
.
.
Be that as it may, yYi~ek's treatment of tı?.e Latin and English
versions of these Ottoman doc:uments was conceived as a contribution
to. T.u rkish diplpmat~c. For Ha~luyt they liad ·been merely additional
evidence of Eİı'glish enterprise. in the Middle East, itself predomini;Ultly exeı:pplifie~ by .reports of tra:vel .and .diplomacy, the major
literary form in his work. When Purchas twenty-five years later
printed three further examples of Ottoman fi1"'1"fıQns (re consular
representation in Egypt), these were only token acknowledgement
of a legacy ( «Harborne's papers») that he neither understood nor
neecl have included iri his «historico-religious gazeteer»36• A further
view of ·the same material may have been sensed by both Hakluyt
and Wittek, but is nowhere quite explicit in their writings: recourse
to the Ottoman sultan in matters of even minor · d~spute and petty
litigation along the eastern and . southeriı s'hores of the Mediterranean was an innovation, certainly for the English, but surely
also for other trading nations in that part of the world. There is
a shift in the concept of authority : from bilateral negotiation between maritime city-states of circumscribed jurisdiction to the unilateral grant of privileges by an itnperial power whose bureaucratic
tentacles comprehended vast areas. A most vivid contrast is there
exhibited between «Hanseatic» regula:t ion of commerce in the
northern seas to which English merchants were· before 1550 accustomed, and the world which after that date.they encountered in the Ot35 See J . Wansbrough, · 'A Mamluk Com!Yiercial Treaty concluded with
the Republic of Florence 894/1489', apud Stern (preceding note), esp. pp.
45-50; and 'Venlce and Florence in the Ma.mluk commerclal prlvileges' BSOAS
XXVIII, 1965, esp. pp. 486-87, 494 n. 35; an~ 'The safe-conduct in Muslim
cha"nceny opractlce', BSOAS XXXIV, 1971, esp. pp. 30-32.
36 Cf. C.R. Steele, in The Halcltıyt İiandbook p. 75.
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toman ·doma:in. To that altered situation I am even· in.clined-to attribute the absence of an oath in-.the much .discussed ~ahdniime of 1580,
as also the gradual disappearance in 16th century Ottoman treaties
of a ciause specifying sojourn .for European merchants· and/or
tb.eir representatives, the consuls37 : A precursor, -and ·possible precedent (sic!) of such change ·might .be ·seen in the earlier Maınluk
capitulations; innocent of oath·· a.s well as of sojourn clause38• The
legacy bequeathed ·to Selim I in Egypt s.eems obvious, at least to
me39• However that may be, there is . an interesting .c ontrast
(probably unintended) in Haklıiyt's .collectiÖn 'itseif : in May 1581
th·e. Eng~s~an Laur_en~e Ald~r'şey iİı Veıüce des~ribed 't he utter
dependence of the Doge upon cansensus of the Signoria (Hakluyt
V, 202-14, esp. ·p. 205), remarkably -~~miiıİscent of the comple·x
deliberations in.the Diet.at Lübeck. Iİı comparison, the .distribution
Afrlca~
e~ibit
.of Murad's -ti1-m.tins. across the North
.
. . littoral
. . . mus.t
·a noı:el expression C?f power.
That for Wittek.. this .. model of ·sovereign dispositio~· exuded a
degree of cha:rm cannot, I · think, be denied. It was ·the metaphor
that generated his organization of the field40 : his ·sources were
selected. and· interpreted to illustrate a quite extraordinary phenomenol?-, as he put it : «the inner. life and structure· of the last •g reat
Oriental empire in world history». Fortunate, indee_d, to ha:ve survived his own · troubled times, he wrote those words -in London,
capital of the last· great Ocddental empire in world history. . : ..
-37 Matters- recentıy examined by V.L. Menage (note J above) ad Skilliter,
pp. 102-03.
. :
.
.
.
...
'. . .
38 . Cf. . i. ·wansbroııgh, . 'Safe-conduct', loc. cit., 'but also 1A . Ma~luk
arnbassadar .to . Veıiice· in 913/1507', B80A8 xXvi, 19'63, esp: pp. 519-21.' ·. ::
· 39 See .·J . ..wansbrough, 'Diploriıatıca Siciliana', B80A8 XLVIİ, 1984,
esp: pp. 1:7-18 and· n. 28 on the three instruments attesting to the transaction
of ;1~17.
40 The imagery is Hayden White's (note 32 above), but see also
R.S. Humphreys, 'The historlan, his documents, and the elementary modes
of historlcal thought', History ana Theory 19, . 1980, pp. ' 1-20. The historian's
seleetion of materials and of models for. the ir' interpretation may be ·sequentlal,
btit just possibly · simultaneo\ıs. The logic 'of such selection is llkely ·to be a
post facto construct; and persuasive in · dire·ct ratio to felicity of express1on:
In that respect, as In others, Wittek's appropriation of Hakluyt must be 'tleeme'd
a success.

